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Learn the Numbers Behind 
the George Washington 

University Master's in Political 
Management Online Graduates

GW Master's in Political Management Online (PM) 
graduates emerge ready to apply the strategic tools and 

techniques that make democracy work. They benefit from 
advanced expertise, command high salaries and are 

eligible for more career advancement opportunities. 

You can benefit as well. Learn more about our graduates 
and discover how we can help you succeed. 

Specialized Learning.
Superior Results.

Satisfaction

Industry Impact

What were the top reasons our graduates selected the GW PM online program?

Personal 
satisfaction 
of earning 
a degree

To expand 
their 
knowledge in 
the industry

To be more 
competitive 
in the job 
marketplace

100% 93%93%

of our graduates are likely 
to recommend GW to a 
friend, relative or colleague

93%
of graduates are 
currently employed

Expanded their 
knowledge of
the industry

91%81%
Helped them be 
more competitive 
in the marketplace

95%
Helped them gain 
personal satisfaction 
of earning a degree

Financial Rewards

About the George Washington University

Meet the Graduates

rated their GW experience 
as excellent or very good65%

Graduates hold various professional roles, such as:

Campaign Manager Elected Official Lobbyist Advocate Director

Academic Advisor Supervisor/Manager Entrepreneur C-Suite Executive Analyst

Graduates are 
employed by 
industry leaders 
and organizations, 
such as: 

Allstate Insurance Company
American Heart Association
U.S. Department of Defense
Election System of the U.S. Virgin Islands
Minnesota State Senate

National Health Law Program
U.S. Army
U.S. Air Force
Targetsmart Communications

47% earn a median salary above $75,000

23%  median salary above $100,000

“ My experience in earning a master’s through 
the Online Political Management program 
enabled me to open my own consulting firm and 
explore a new career field. Without this degree, 
I would not have had the skill set needed to 
branch out or the courage to take on being an 
entrepreneur. I made connections with other 
students that have continued since I graduated. 
I had highly educated and experienced 
professors who were able to share a wealth of 
information and serve as great mentors. I would 
highly recommend this program. “

— Maria Mahaffey, Class of 2010 

“ The online political management course from 
George Washington University has given me the 
background that was missing from my resume. 
I feel that the approach I learned will help me with 
any opportunity in politics or government that 
I might wish to pursue. “

— Justin Smith, Class of 2014 

“ I don't think I could've chosen a better program. 
The school's vicinity to the center of government, 
the quality of professors and guest speakers, and 
the class discussions helped me find success at my 
current job today. “

— Kyle Smith, Class of 2014 

“ Before the Graduate School of Political 
Management, I was just another political science 
grad looking for a path in life. The GSPM helped 
me hone skills I needed to advance in the policy 
field and taught me strategies that have served 
me well since graduating. It also helped me better 
understand my options in the political and policy 
industries to focus on an actual career. It took me 
a while to get where I am today, but I know I can 
thank GSPM for that. “

— Ashley Sanislo Casey, Class of 2011

$75,000

GW PM online grads have experienced positive salary results — and fast.

have experienced a salary 
increase since completing 
the program

received a promotion, moved 
to a management position or
accepted a better opportunity 
with another employer

70% 56%

The average 
annual salary for 

our graduates 
is more than

The GW PM program 
can be financially 

rewarding, as well:

The vast majority of our graduates agree the program:

Located just steps from the U.S. Capitol, the George Washington University is uniquely positioned at the core of U.S. 
government, policy and law. GW students and faculty benefit from an unparalleled opportunity to study and work 
alongside leaders and practitioners in every discipline. Whether on campus or as a student in one of our online 
programs, you too can take part in the interchanges that shape our community and the world.

Our mission is to provide an environment where knowledge is created and acquired and where creative 
endeavors seek to enrich the experiences of the global society. The depth and breadth of our academic 
programs, the exceptional qualifications of our full-time faculty, the unmatched experiences of our adjunct 
faculty and the strengths of our research initiatives allow our students, our faculty and our staff to look at 
the world beyond the classroom. They allow us to prepare the next generation of leaders.

George Washington University Master’s in Political Management Graduates Survey was sent to a total of 182 
graduates via email on April 20, 2015. The survey was closed on May 20, 2015. 43 graduates responded, 
representing a response rate of 24%.
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